Product Information

DESCRIPTION

The Hausted Horizon stretcher is a multi-function stretcher which can perform a wide range of duties in any department, while providing patient comfort and mobility. The dual pedestal design provides maximum stability for patient transport, treatment and recovery. To assure patient comfort, the patient surface can be adjusted through a variable range of positions to include stretcher height adjustment, backrest adjustment, and (optional) knee flex capability. Easy-rolling casters provide full mobility and maneuverability.

Standard Features

- Casters: 8" Tente (203 mm)
- Brake/steer levers: four; one at each corner (462 model); two - one at two corners (461 model)
- Hydraulic controls: foot pedals on both sides, or both sides and foot end
- Corner steering (461 only)
- Center track steering (462 only)
- Head mounted IV pole (462 only)
- IV and accessory wells: one IV and one accessory well at each corner
- Pneumatic-assist, cable-free backrest, 0-90°
- Buckle restraint strap (462 only)
- Minimum height: 22" (559 mm)
• Maximum height: 34-3/4" (883 mm)
• Trendelenburgs: 16°

**Maximum Weight Capacity:**
500 lb (227 kg)

**AirGlide Rail Tops**
• Patient surface dimensions (regular): 28 x 76" (711 x 1930 mm)
• Patient surface dimensions (extra wide): 32 x 77" (813 x 1956 mm)
• Overall width (regular/extra wide): 31-1/2 / 34-3/4" (800 / 883 mm)
• Overall length: 84" (2134 mm)
• Side rails: 15 x 77" (381 x 1956 mm)
• 0-70° knee flex: optional

**Retracto Rail Tops**
• Patient surface dimensions (regular): 25 x 76" (635 x 1930 mm)
• Patient surface dimensions (extra wide): 30 x 76" (762 x 1930 mm)
• Overall width (regular/extra wide) 29-1/2 / 34-1/2" (749 / 876 mm)
• Overall length: 80-1/4" (2038 mm)
• Side rails 15-1/4 x 60" (387 x 1524 mm)
• 0-70° knee flex: optional
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